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Drainage Research Forum and ADW Research Field Day August 14

Abstract
The fourth annual Iowa/Minnesota Drainage Research Forum and ADW Research Project Field Day will be held Thursday, August 14, at West Bend and Gilmore City, Iowa. The program is intended for all who have an interest in drainage issues. It will stress nitrogen impacts of agricultural drainage and will provide a review of drainage research throughout the Midwest.
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Drainage Research Forum and ADW Research Field Day
August 14

The fourth annual Iowa/Minnesota Drainage Research Forum and ADW Research Project Field Day will be held Thursday, August 14, at West Bend and Gilmore City, Iowa.

The program is intended for all who have an interest in drainage issues. It will stress nitrogen impacts of agricultural drainage and will provide a review of drainage research throughout the Midwest.

Note that there is no registration fee for those who want to come to the ADW Research Field Day in the evening. The registration fee of $30 per person (or $35 after August 11) is for those who will attend the Drainage Forum in West Bend during the day.

For more information and a registration form, contact Paula Beckman at 515-294-8921 (pbeckman@iastate.edu).
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